Until now, micrometeorological measurements of surface/ atmosphere exchange fluxes of submicron aerosol chemical components such as nitrate, sulfate or organics could only be made with gradient techniques. This article describes a novel setup to measure speciated aerosol fluxes by the more direct eddy covariance technique. The system is based on the Aerodyne quadrupolebased Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (Q-AMS), providing a quantitative measurement of aerosol constituents of environmental concern at a time resolution sufficient for eddy-covariance. The Q-AMS control software was modified to maximize duty cycle and statistics and enable fast data acquisition, synchronized with that of an ultrasonic anemometer. The detection limit of the Q-AMS based system for flux measurements ranges from 0.2 for NO 
INTRODUCTION

Background
Aerosols are involved in many areas of current environmental concern. They modulate the climate forcing potential of the atmosphere directly through light-scattering and through various indirect effects. For example, they may act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCNs) resulting in increased cloud cover, and deposition of soot aerosols is suspected to decrease the albedo of snow surfaces. High concentrations of particulate matter have been associated with increased mortality rates, especially in densely populated urban areas, and are responsible for poor visibility, a particular concern for transportation safety, and for aesthetic reasons in many National Parks across the United States (e.g., Charlson et al. 1992; Dockery et al. 1993; Ramanathan et al. 2001; Watson 2002) . Because of their relatively slow deposition compared with reactive gases, aerosol particles can have a long atmospheric lifetime and often dominate the long-range transport of acidifying compounds containing nitrogen (N) and sulfur (S), as well as the trans-boundary air pollution fluxes of toxic metals, persistent organic compounds and radioactive materials. Aerosols often dominate the deposition of N and S into sensitive ecosystems at low precipitation sites. Climate effects, air quality, transport, and deposition can only be modelled accurately, if the emissions, chemical and physical transformation and deposition processes are fully understood. At present, although emissions 637 from individual large stacks may be monitored accurately, estimates of area sources of particles (e.g., due to transport sources, cooking, heating, and re-suspension) are highly uncertain. Similarly, few reliable measurements exist of the deposition rates of particles and how they change with land cover, particle size, and composition as well as meteorology.
Existing Micrometeorological Approaches
to Measure the Surface/Atmosphere Exchange of Atmospheric Particles Micrometeorological flux measurement approaches enable vertical surface/exchange fluxes to be measured directly at the urban canopy scale, averaged over typically 100s or 1000s of m 2 . While fluxes of CO 2 and H 2 O are measured routinely within large international networks, flux measurements of particles are comparably rare and, with few exceptions, limited to campaign-based measurements (cf. reviews by Gallagher et al. 1997; Gallagher et al. 2002) . This is in part due to the constraints imposed by available aerosol instrumentation.
The most direct flux measurement approach, which is also applied in the CO 2 flux networks, is the eddy covariance approach, in which the turbulent flux (F χ ) of a tracer is derived as the covariance in the tracer's concentration (χ ) and the vertical wind component (w):
Both entities must be measured sufficiently fast to resolve all turbulent eddies that contribute to the flux (typically several Hz). This approach has been used during several studies to measure particle number fluxes, without information on the chemical composition of the particles. Particle number concentration were measured either with size-resolving instrumentation such as optical or aerodynamic particle spectrometers to derive sizesegregated fluxes (typically from 0.1 µm upwards) (e.g., Gallagher et al. 1997; Nemitz et al. 2002a ), or with total particle counters such as condensation particle counters (CPC), deriving the total particle flux, which includes particle sizes down to typically 10 nm, depending on the CPC used (Buzorius et al. 1998; Buzorius et al. 2001; Dorsey et al. 2002; Nemitz et al. 2002a) . These types of measurements have been used to derive deposition velocities (V d ) as a function of particle diameter (d p ) for a range of vegetation types, which may be multiplied by the size-distribution of individual aerosol components such as SO 2− 4 , NO − 3 , NH + 4 , organics or toxic metals, to estimate dry deposition fluxes of the different chemical species. However, this assumes that the net behavior of all particle types is representative for the behavior of the particular compound of interest, as it combines information on different turbulent moments (i.e., concentrations with fluxes). In addition, an increasing number of flux measurements indicates that particle fluxes over vegetation may be bi-directional with both apparent emissions and deposition occurring. This has been attributed to effects of growth/evaporation due to interactions with water or reactive precursor gases (e.g., Kowalski 2001; . Chemically resolved flux measurements are required to fully resolve these interactions and thus derive more reliable parameterizations of V d .
Chemical analyzers that can determine the chemical composition of particles are usually too slow for use in eddycovariance. Instead, chemically resolved surface/atmosphere exchange fluxes have been measured with the flux-gradient approach that relates F χ to the vertical concentration gradient (dχ /dz) through an, essentially empirical, eddy-diffusivity (K H ), which depends on the height (z) above the zero-plane displacement height (d) and the Monin-Obukhov stability length (L):
In this approach, concentration gradients were either measured by filter-pack (e.g., Duyzer 1994; Sutton 1990; Wyers and Duyzer 1997) or, more recently, with automated instruments that sample aerosol in the liquid phase, which is analyzed online for major ions, e.g., by selective ion membrane/conductivity or ion chromatography (e.g., Nemitz et al. 2000a; .
In a third approach, the relaxed eddy-accumulation technique (REA), up-and down-draughts are conditionally sampled into two separate storage reservoirs or filters from which the flux is calculated as
where b is an empirical constant (typically about 0.56), σ w is the standard deviation of w, χ + and χ − are the up-and downdraught concentrations, respectively. Although the switching has to be fast (several Hz), the concentrations may be integrated over several hours. There have been few studies to use REA for the measurement of particle number fluxes (Gaman et al. 2004; Grönholm et al. 2007; Schery et al. 1998 ) and, in a scoping study, for chemically resolved fluxes (Nemitz et al. 2000b) .
Both gradient methods and REA have the disadvantage of relying on empirical parameterizations and/or similarity theory, while gradient techniques also require access to a range of heights, which can cause difficulties above forests and urban areas and makes gradient methods inapplicable for aircraft platforms.
One of the few studies that have attempted eddy covariance (EC) flux measurements of individual aerosol chemical species has measured fluxes of SO 2− 4 over grassland, using a pyrolyzer together with a modified SO 2 analyzer (Wesely et al. 1985) . Recent developments in aerosol mass spectrometry provide a range of new aerosol chemical analyzers with fast response times. Held et al. (2003) recently evaluated the applicability of LaserAblation Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometers for disjunct eddy covariance flux measurements. Gonzales et al. (2003) 638 E. NEMITZ ET AL.
reported initial EC measurements with an Aerodyne Quadrupole Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (Q-AMS) for one single species at a time over forest. In this article, we report the development of a similar system, optimized for concurrent measurements of typically up to 10 groups of compounds. The article first outlines the general principles of this new flux measurement system, and then explains the details of the implementation to measure fluxes above a city (Boulder, CO, USA), where fluxes are large. These measurements serve to test the performance of the system and to provide initial information on chemically speciated aerosol fluxes in the urban environment.
METHODS
The Aerodyne Aerosol Mass Spectrometer
A detailed description of the standard Q-AMS instrument and its modes of operation was provided by Jayne et al. (2000) and Jimenez et al. (2003) . In brief, a tightly focused beam of particles contained in a sample stream of 1.5 cm 3 s −1 enters a differentially pumped vacuum chamber through an aerodynamic lens. Depending on the choice of the position of a moveable chopper, the particle beam may be allowed to pass, it may be fully blocked out, or chopped, with a photodiode detecting the time of particles passing through the 2% chopper opening. The particle beam passes a series of skimmers while the gas-phase is differentially pumped, which results in an enrichment of the particles in the sample stream with respect to the airbeam, by a factor of about 10 7 . After passing a particle time-of-flight region, the particles are flash-vaporized at a temperature of typically 550
• C. The resulting gaseous species are ionized by standard 70 eV electron impact ionization and the ions extracted into a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS, Balzers QMA 410) for detection. The Q-AMS measures the non-refractory components (operationally defined as those compounds that evaporate in a few milliseconds at the vaporizer temperature) contained in submicron particles, determined by the transmission characteristics of the aerodynamic lens (approx PM 1 ). The lens used here has unity transmission in the size range 60 to 600 nm, with some transmission over the range 35 to 1500 nm (cf. Figure 11 below). Up to now, the Q-AMS has been operated in one of two main modes, as described in the following sections.
Mass Spectrum (MS) Mode
In the mass spectrum (MS) mode the QMS is controlled to scan over the entire range of mass/charge ratios (m/z) of 1 to 300, every 300 ms. The sample beam is sequentially opened and blocked for subtraction of the instrument's background signal. This mode provides the full composition of the non-refractory aerosol components. Routines have been developed to deconvolve the mass spectrum of the main inorganic species and the total organics , and to extract the main components of the organic spectrum at a given location (Zhang et al. 2005a; Zhang et al. 2005c ). These are being further refined as information becomes available from field studies and from laboratory studies on the fragmentation patterns of individual aerosol sources and/or species.
Particle Time-of-Flight (PToF) Mode
In the particle time-of-flight (PToF) mode, the sample stream is chopped and the particle time-of-flight between chopper opening and detection by the QMS are used to infer the vacuum aerodynamic diameter (d va ; DeCarlo et al. 2004 ) of the detected particle mass distribution. Individual particles can be detected, if the particle contains an amount of the species currently analyzed by the QMS sufficient to be distinguished from the background noise. Typically, the Q-AMS steps through 10 to 20 selected m/z to accumulate size-distributions of the associated aerosol components. In this mode, particles and air molecules can be distinguished by the large differences in their times-of-flight. Additional data from the MS Mode may be needed, however, to distinguish the contribution of different parent compounds to the ion counts at certain m/z and to quantify the fragmentation pattern. In general, the m/z's are selected to minimize ambiguities.
Typically, the Q-AMS is operated in "alternate" mode, in which the MS and PToF modes are alternated every 20 seconds or so, while averages of the size-distributions and mass spectra are accumulated for typically 5 minutes.
Software Mode for Eddy-Covariance
The error in the eddy-covariance flux measurement of particles is related to the number of particles detected per averaging time (Fairall 1984) , making it important to maximize the number of particles detected by maximizing the duty cycle of the measurement, i.e., the fraction of time spent on obtaining the mass concentration of one particular m/z. In the MS Mode, the QMS scans over 300 m/z, hereby spending equal amounts of time on mass peaks and between mass peaks. Considering that the background is analyzed for half of the time, this equates to a duty cycle of only 1/(300 × 2 × 2) = 0.083% per m/z. Similarly, in the PToF Mode the chopper opening of 2% removes 98% of all particles resulting in a duty cycle of ∼0.2% per m/z if a total of ten m/z are monitored sequentially (Bahreini et al. 2003; DeCarlo et al. 2006) . In addition, due to switching between m/z's in PToF Mode and between background and signal in MS Mode, these standard modes do not allow a continuous fast measurement of the concentration required for EC calculations.
To provide robust eddy covariance fluxes, the analytical technique needs to average over a large number of particles and the signal needs to be clearly distinguishable from the background noise. Figure 1 shows the Q-AMS signal recorded at 16. closed chopper position is due to the O + background in the instrument, which is due to ionization of O 2 and H 2 O from the gas-phase.
Clearly, the Q-AMS has the potential to provide good signal to noise for averaging times relevant to eddy covariance measurements, if operated with a suitable protocol. This, together with similar needs for aircraft-based measurements, sparked the development of a new software operating mode, which is comparable with selective ion monitoring (SIM) in quadrupole-based GC-MS. The new Jump Mass Spec (JMS) Mode has been described in detail by Crosier et al. (2007) , and it will only be briefly reviewed here as it pertains to EC flux measurements. The JMS mode works similarly to the MS Mode. However, instead of scanning the whole range of m/z, the QMS steps between N individual selected m/z. For each m/z the measurement consists of three stages: first, the QMS jumps to the anticipated start of the peak. Some time (t setscan = 2 ms) is provided for the QMS power supplies to settle, before it is scanned across the peak at the same rate as used in the MS mode, at t scan = 1 ms / peak. Finally, the QMS is set to the anticipated position of the peak for a further settling time (t setpeak = 0.75 ms) and some measurement time (t meas ) (Figure 2 ). The duration of t meas depends on the number of m/z selected. This measurement is repeated for each m/z in the selection. For fast measurement at a precise data rate, two continuous waveforms are composed and programmed in continuous computer analogue output voltage channels, which cycle through the QMS DC and RF control voltages of the whole measurement cycle. The data at the peak-position is averaged to provide the fast data for the JMS mode. The peak shapes are averaged over 1 minute and saved for quality control. The difference between the height of the scanned peak and the concentration derived from the assumed peak position provides a measure for the drift of the mass calibration and can form the basis for correction procedures. An example of such comparison is shown in Figure 3 , averaged over 1 minute. If the JMS mode is used for concentration measurements, the chopper is used to alternate between open and blocked beam to derive a continuous background, similar to the MS Mode (e.g., as shown in Figure 2 ). Typically, in the so-called General Alternation Mode (GENALT) the JMS Mode is alternated with the PToF and MS Modes to provide information on (a) the full aerosol composition (MS Mode), (b) the size distribution of selected compounds (PToF Mode), and now (c) the concentration of these compounds with much increased signal-to-noise ratio (JMS). This is of particular value when averaging times need to be short, e.g., during aircraft or other mobile measurements, or when concentrations are very low. In this alternation mode the m/z calibration is automatically optimized from the MS Mode measurements after each averaging period of typically 5 min. A more detailed description of this JMS Mode and its merits compared with the MS Mode was provided by Crosier et al. (2007) , who use this mode during fast airborne measurements.
For eddy-covariance flux measurements, however, a variant of this mode (EC-JMS Mode) was implemented, in which the beam is initially blocked for typically 1 min, before it is opened for a user-defined averaging period (e.g., 29 minutes). The individual concentrations are derived with high time-resolution as the average signal over t meas . The peak scans (which are averaged over 1 min and saved) may be used to identify and, if necessary, correct for drifts in the m/z calibration of the system with time, since these drifts cannot automatically be corrected during the sampling period to avoid introducing gaps in the measurement time series.
The time t meas and the duty cycle per m/z (d c ) depend on both the number of m/z monitored (N m/z ) and the measurement frequency ( f ): From these parameters, the overall efficiency of the measurement (d e ), defined as the fraction of time spent on actual measurement, rather than on switching between m/z's and peak shape determination, is given by:
These parameters are presented in Figure 4 for the current system (t setscan = 2 ms; t scan = 1 ms; t setpeak = 0.75 ms), which, in Boulder, was operated with 10 m/z's at 10 Hz, resulting in t meas = 6.25 ms and a duty cycle per m/z of d c = 6.3%. For comparison, for a traditional continuous chemical sensor for eddy-covariance application d c = 100% and t meas = 1/ f .
The three wind components (u, v, and w) as well as the temperature (T ) from the anemometer are recorded at the same frequency as the Q-AMS concentration data through the use of analogue inputs, which are repetitively acquired while the program waits for buffers containing the electron multiplier signal of the QMS to be returned. It should be noted that the analogue signals are updated at the native frequency of the anemometer, which was set to 10 Hz for the anemometer used during these measurements. A serial output was implemented, through which the Q-AMS calibration parameters and the raw eddy covariance data (concentrations and anemometer data) may be transferred to a second computer for online flux calculations and display.
Unlike the modified EC-PToF mode that was used for initial flux measurements of individual compounds by Gonzales et al. (2003) , in the EC-JMS mode, no information is obtained on the sizes of the particles; nor is it possible to monitor all fragments of the compounds of interest in the EC mode. It is thus necessary to interpret the EC measurements in the light of the PToF and MS measurements, which may be provided by a second AMS instrument. Alternatively, the instrument can enter the GENALT for some time after each EC averaging period. In practice, operation so far consisted either of 30 min of GENALT followed by 641 30 minutes of EC-JMS mode, or, alternatively, by 5 minutes of GENALT followed by 25 minutes of EC-JMS mode, depending on the degree to which the concentration should be characterized by the EC Q-AMS.
Methods: Calculation of Concentrations
The ionization efficiency (IE) of the Q-AMS is calibrated with pure NH 4 NO 3 particles of a known mobility diameter. The quantitative determination of chemically resolved aerosol concentration by the Q-AMS relies on the knowledge of the ionization efficiencies of these compounds relative to NO − 3 and the fragmentation pattern of the target compounds. The concentration of a chemical species i (χ i ) is calculated as (e.g., Jimenez et al. 2003 ):
where MW NO3 is the molecular mass of nitrate (62 g mol −1 ) and IE NO3 is the ionization efficiency of nitrate, i.e., the fraction of the evaporated molecules that is ionized and detected by the QMS (of the order of 10 −6 ). RIE i is the relative ionization efficiency of compound i, relative to that of nitrate, i.e., a dimensionless ratio. CE is the overall collection efficiency of the aerosol, i.e., the fraction of particles that passes the lens, hits the vaporizer and is successfully vaporized. N A is Avogadro's number and Q is the flow rate into the instrument (in cm 3 s −1 ). The term J I i j sums over all ion intensities (I i, f ) (in ions s
or Hz) of all fragments ( j) that contribute to parent compound i, while the sum J f i j adds the relative contributions ( f i j ) of the different fragments to the parent species. The inorganic/total organic deconvolution of the mass spectra follows the algorithm of Allan et al. (2004) . The collection efficiency (CE) accounts for the fraction of particles that bounce off the vaporizer and are therefore not efficiently vaporized. It was previously thought that particle beam divergence for irregularly shaped particles also led to some particle loss, but beam width measurements in a variety of environments have shown that this is not the case (Huffman et al. 2005; Salcedo et al. 2007) . Comparisons with independent measurements with other techniques have shown collection efficiencies of ambient aerosol to range typically around 0.5 under most circumstances, but higher values up to 1 are observed for inorganic-dominated aerosol at very high RH or for very acidic particles. The composition observed in this study supports a CE value of 0.5 based on many previous intercomparisons ; and references therein). It should be noted that while the magnitude of concentrations and fluxes depends on CE, deposition velocities remain unaffected.
In general, the organic aerosol fraction is composed of thousands of different compounds and each m/z may represent several fragments from a range of parent compounds. The AMS is therefore usually used to infer the total organic concentration or to detect individual characteristic markers (such as m/z 60 for levoglucosan and similar species from biomass burning). Analysis of AMS data from many urban sites around the world now indicate that the organic aerosol component in cities can be decomposed into ∼2-5 distinct groups of species, which can be quantified from the entire organic mass spectrum by multi component analysis (MCA) or positive matrix factorization (PMF) (Zhang et al. 2005a; Zhang et al. 2005c; Zhang et al. 2007; Lanz et al. 2007 ). The most frequently identified components, which are also the relevant ones for this study, are:
1. Hydrocarbon-like aerosol (HOA) is often dominated by primary organic aerosol (POA), which is mainly emitted by combustion sources. The mass spectrum of HOA found in several urban areas closely resembles the mass spectrum of fresh diesel particles and lubrication oil, but also contains particles from gasoline exhaust and other reduced POA sources such as meat cooking . A significant fraction of HOA is often contained in a small aerosol size mode of 50-200 nm, with some contribution in the accumulation mode. 2. Oxygenated organic aerosol (OOA) is highly oxygenated aerosol with a high O/C ratio, as indicated in a large contribution of m/z 44 (CO + 2 ) (Aiken et al. 2007; Aiken et al. 2008) . Mass spectra from remote sites tend to resemble each other and also the mass spectrum of fulvic acid. Similar to sulfate, OOA is predominantly found in the accumulation mode (300-900 nm), consistent with secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation over regional scales. 3. In many environments, including Boulder, a second oxygenated aerosol type can be identified and thus OOA is subdivided into OOA-I (representing aged, more highly oxidized aerosol) and OOA-II, a less oxidized class which is characterized by high m/z 43 (see Section 3.1) (Lanz et al. 2007; Ulbrich et al. 2008 ).
Methods: Flux Calculations
Fluxes were calculated using standard eddy-covariance methodology (e.g., Aubinet et al. 2000) , from the time-series of the three wind components and the concentrations, using an analysis program written in LabView. Figure 5 demonstrates for an example time series how, above Boulder, updrafts (periods of w > 0) tend to be associated with increased concentrations in aerosol NO − 3 , resulting in a positive (upward) flux according to Equation (1). The data of the figure imply a time lag of about 4 s, between w and χ (NO − 3 ), caused by the delay due to transport in the sample line, which is consistent with the time-lag in the main inlet calculated from inlet volume and flow rate, of 2.3 s, to which needs to be added the additional time-lag due to the lower flow in the sub-sampling lines.
For each 30-minute data block, a co-ordinate rotation was performed to account for sensor misalignment and to match the streamwise wind component (u) to the direction of the mean flow. Despite the likely influence of the wind structure on the mean wind flow, the dependence of the vertical rotation angle on wind speed shows a well-defined, near sinusoidal structure 642 E. NEMITZ ET AL. (not shown), increasing confidence that co-ordinate rotation is effective. However, it cannot be ruled out fully that the quality of the measured fluxes are somewhat reduced by advection errors due to the complex flow pattern and relatively large angles of attack of up to 22
• , a common problem faced when measuring urban fluxes.
The time-lag between the measurement of the wind component and the air concentration, induced by the sampling line, was established through calculation of the cross-correlation spectrum (co-variance as a function of time-lag) and selecting the maximum in a specified possible time-lag range window (3 to 6 s).
Data Filtering
A set of general filtering criteria was established. Flux periods were excluded from the data-series if at least one of the following criteria was met:
• The wind direction was in the range 200
• to 280
• , where large buildings closely upwind were expected to influence the flow. During the Boulder measurements, this criterion removed 9.3% of the data.
• The wind speed was lower than 1 m s −1 . This criterion removed 5.2% of the data during the Boulder campaign.
• There was the potential for drift in the Q-AMS m/z calibration during the 29 min averaging period. This was assessed by evaluating the time evolution of the ratio of the ion strength at the expected peak position with the actual peak, saved every 1 min (Figure 1 ). Although changes in the m/z calibration did not appear to be a significant problem at this site (2.7% of data removed), this filter criterion could become important if the Q-AMS is operated in environments with strongly fluctuating instrument temperature.
Quantitative Flux Determination
As described above, in the MS Mode fully quantitative concentrations are usually derived from all m/z fragments. By contrast, fluxes can only be derived from a small number of selected m/z. Hence a mechanism is required to convert the signal on individual m/z into meaningful submicron aerosol mass fluxes. Some fragments may have interferences that are difficult to quantify, and the number of monitored m/z is very restricted. In this case m/z values are selected, for which the contribution to the parent and the lack of major interferences is well characterized from previous studies. For other compounds, information on the mass spectra from the concentration mode is combined with the co-variances between w and the raw ion signals at the different m/z to quantify fluxes.
Laboratory studies have identified the fragmentation patterns of the inorganic components. For example, for NH 4 NO 3 , Hogrefe et al. (2004) derived for their Q-AMS instrument a fragmentation pattern of 56% (i.e., f = 0.56) at m/z 30 (NO + ) and 42% at m/z 46 (NO In the urban environment, HOA is expected to be emitted, while OOA (composed of OOA-I and OOA-II) is likely to be both formed and deposited (Volkamer et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2005a) . While for the calculation of organic components (such as HOA or OOA) by MCA or PMF the whole mass spectrum can be taken into account, only few m/z can be monitored in flux mode with the Q-AMS. The analysis of the mass spectrum of the aerosol indicates that m/z 43, 44, and 57 make major contributions to OOA-II, OOA-I, and HOA, respectively (see below). Fluxes of HOA, OOA-I, and OOA-II from the deconvolution of the fluxes measured at these m/z.
1. Firstly, raw fluxes (F raw j ) were calculated for each mass j using an eddy-covariance flux routine written in LabView. The fluxes were then normalized by the raw concentration (χ raw j ) derived by the same program, to calculate exchange velocities (V ej = F raw j /χ raw j ). Raw concentrations and fluxes do not take into account fragmentation patterns, collection efficiencies, long-term changes in multiplier performance, etc. These factors affect flux and concentration in the same way and they are expected to remain constant over a 30 min averaging period. As a result, they cancel in the calculation of V e . 2. Values of V e were then corrected for density fluctuations due to changes in water vapor mixing ratio (Webb et al. 1980) , while temperature fluctuations were estimated to be smoothed out in the inlet. 3. This approach is sufficient to calculate V e from "pure" mass peaks, where an m/z j can be uniquely attributed to a component i. Contamination from other compounds, including gas phase components, affects concentrations and fluxes in different ways. For example, the V e derived for aerosol mass m/z 44 was corrected for a contribution from gas-phase CO 2 fluxes according to:
where χ C O2 and F C O2 are the measured concentration and flux of CO 2 , respectively. The enrichment factor e represents the ratio by which the Q-AMS enriches aerosol concentration relative to the air beam. For this particular Q-AMS instrument, a value of e = 3.29 × 10 7 was derived from the m/z 44 signal when measuring with a particulate filter at the inlet. Hence, a CO 2 flux of 10 µmol m −2 s −1
would be detected as an aerosol-equivalent CO 4 , which were calculated from the mass spectra using the method described above. This method is sufficient to calculate fluxes of nitrate and sulfate.
5. However, further steps are required to calculate fluxes of the organic aerosol classes. The MCA or PMF derives the average mass spectra of HOA, OOA-I, and OOA-II observed during a measurement campaign (see Figure 10 below), which includes the relative contribution (a ji ) of the m/z 43, 44, and 57 ( j) to each organic class (i). From the time-series of HOA, OOA-I, and OOA-II derived by the MCA or PMF, associated "m/z concentrations" (ξ j ) can be derived for the three m/z as:
where χ i is the mass concentration of each component (e.g., OOA-I) and a i j is the fraction of the mass of that component represented by the jth m/z. The fluxes at each m/z (F ξ j ) can be derived as above using F ξ j = V ej × ξ j . The fluxes of HOA, OOA-I, and OOA-II (F χi ) are related to the F ξ j through the linear system:
which can normally uniquely be solved for F χi (and thus the fluxes of HOA, OOA-I, and OOA-II), e.g., by inversion of a ji to calculate a matrix b ij . Table 1 lists the m/z monitored during the urban flux measurements in Boulder. Since, with the Q-AMS, fluxes can only be measured for a limited number of m/z, the total organic fluxes has to be derived from a small number of m/z (43, 44, and 57) which, jointly, on average accounted for only 13% of the HOA, 30% of the OOA-I, and 18% of the OOA-II at Boulder. the machine room and was split into three sample streams using a flow splitter (Model 3708, TSI Instruments), leading to an infrared gas analyzer (IRGA) for CO 2 and H 2 O (Model 6262, LiCor Inc.), a condensation particle counter (CPC 3010, TSI Instruments Inc.), a probe for relative humidity (RH) and temperature (T ) (Humitter 50Y probe, Vaisala) and the Q-AMS. At an overall flowrate in the inlet line of 15 lpm, the flow was turbulent, which minimizes flux losses, but increases wall losses of particles <50 nm. The anemometer was not only recorded by the PC of the Q-AMS, but also by a second PC which also recorded T , RH, CO 2 , and H 2 O. Measurements were made over a two-week period (6-20 June 2003) when the dormitories were unoccupied. This measurement period was characterized by some afternoon thunderstorms and highly variable wind directions. Being situated on the boundary between the Foothills of the Rocky Mountains to the west and the Great Plains to the east, the general flow pattern in Boulder is characterized by W down-sloping winds (clean) during the day and E up-sloping winds (more polluted and affected by the Denver conurbation) during the night. The period also included NE winds, which brought to the site more odorous air masses from the agricultural area around Greeley, CO. The flux footprint of the tower comprises residential areas with significant tree cover to the NE and SW, city center region to the NW, a car park and sports facilities to the SE and individual large commuter roads to the S and W (Figure 6 ). While the Stearns Tower enjoys uninterrupted fetches to the N, NW, E, and S, other dormitory towers disturb the footprint to the W and SW and these wind directions were therefore excluded from the flux analysis. Figure 7 shows the averaged MS for the measurement period. Peaks with identifiable contributions from several parent compounds were de-convolved following the procedure of Allan et al. (2004) . Some of the largest organic peaks can be seen at m/z 41, 43, 44, 55, and 57. While m/z 18, 27, and 29 are also major organic peaks, they have major contributions from inorganic and gaseous compounds and it is therefore more difficult to derive organic mass fluxes from these peaks.
RESULTS
Aerosol Concentrations
Time-series of the concentrations of the major ions and total organics as measured by the Q-AMS are shown in Figure increased steadily over the measurement period, following the precipitation at the beginning of (and prior to) the measurements, which was more regional than storm related rain events later during the measurement period. NO − 3 shows distinct peaks, the largest of which occur at midday and are related to NE wind directions advecting NH 3 -enriched agricultural air masses from livestock farms near Greeley, 65 km to the NE. Smaller en- hancements in NO − 3 can be identified during certain night-time periods, likely due to enhanced partitioning with lower temperature and higher RH Zhang et al. 2005b ). Some sharp rises in the organics appear to be related to rises in wind speed, independent of the time-of-day, suggesting that gusts may ventilate street canyons below the measurement point. However, these gusts are also associated with changes in the 646 E. NEMITZ ET AL. Two different algorithms were applied to decompose the total organic aerosol loading into the dominating aerosol classes, including the MCA of Zhang et al. (2007) and PMF (Lanz et al. 2007; Ulbrich et al. 2008) . Both approaches produced similar results and identified three main components, representing HOA and two distinct classes of OOA. The PMF result showed some sensitivity to the value of FPEAK chosen for the fit ), a parameter that determines the rotational state in the solution of PMF. This value could be optimized if the solution could be further constrained, for example, with a time series of carbon monoxide or elemental carbon, which may be expected to co-vary with HOA. In the absence of such independent data, we here explore the sensitivity of the fluxes to this solution, by contrasting our main solution (FPEAK = -0.2) to alternative solutions (FPEAK = -0.1 and -0.3) (P. Paatero, private communication). Solutions beyond this range of FPEAK result in unrealistic mass spectra, such as an OOA-II mass spectrum that completely lacks m/z 44, which is unrealistic based on both source studies and results at other locations (Alfarra et al. 2006; Bahreini et al. 2005; Ulbrich et al. 2008) . The time-series of the breakdown of OM according to PMF is shown in Figure  9 . Hourly average concentration ranged from 0.00 to 11.60 µg m −3 for HOA, from 0.00 to 6.15 µg m −3 for OOA-I and from 0.00 to 9.11 µg m −3 for OOA-II. The increase of total organic aerosol over the measurement period was due to an increase in regional OOA-I and II, while HOA concentrations remained relatively constant. HOA displays a "spikier" time series as typical of a more local source, while the OOAs have slower variations indicating a more regional character. elevated HOA/OOA ratio during daytime (10:00-18:00 hrs), when local traffic activity was largest. It should be noted that the measurements were taken well above the city, while higher HOA/OOA ratios would be expected at street level.
The relative mass spectra for the HOA and OOA-I components identified by the analysis routine are similar to mass spectra of fresh diesel exhaust aerosol ) and highly aged rural aerosol ), which are generally regarded as proxies for a freshly generated combustion aerosol and a highly oxidized aerosol/regional SOA, respectively (Figure 10 ). OOA-II is a less oxidized component which is often associated with fresh/less aged SOA (Bahreini et al. 2005; Lanz et al. 2007; Ulbrich et al. 2008) , and its mass spectrum resembles several SOAs produced in smog chambers such as, e.g., that of α-humulene + O 3 oxidation products (Bahreini et al. 2005 ; Ulbrich, I. M., and Jimenez, J. L.: AMS Spectral Database. URL: http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-group/AMSsd/). From FIG. 11 . Averaged size-spectra of ammonium, nitrate, sulfate and organic aerosol (divided into HOA and OOA), in relation to the transmission function of Jayne et al. (2000) . Towards the small size end, the size distribution of ammonium and OOA-I are affected by the contribution of O + and CO + 2 ions (from gas-phase O 2 and CO 2 molecules respectively behaving like small particles for the PToF measurement). this analysis it becomes evident that m/z's 55 and 57 are dominantly associated with HOA, m/z 44 with OOA-I, and m/z 43 with OOA-II, although the exact contribution is somewhat sensitive to the FPEAK value chosen (Table 2) .
Average size-distributions of NH Here the size-distributions for HOA, OOA-I, and OOA-II were derived from the size distributions measured at m/z 57, 43, and 44, by solving the linear system that relates the three components to the three m/z's, according to the contributions from the averaged mass spectra, similar to the method described above for the flux calculation of HOA, OOA-I, and OOA-II. This procedure attributed all of the accumulation mode contribution of m/z 57 to OOA, and indicates that HOA is almost entirely found in the size range 40 to 400 nm, centered around 120 nm. By contrast, OOA-I is dominated by an accumulation mode centered around 300 nm, but shows still some contribution of the smaller mode, while OOA-II shows a broader size distribution, with the main mode centered around 450 nm. Consistent with other urban AMS measurements, the relative importance of the smaller sizes is smallest for SO 2− 4 and largest for HOA (Zhang et al. 2005b; Zhang et al. 2005c ). However, during this campaign there is clear evidence of an Aitken mode contribution to NO − 3 and OOA, which is not always observed. OOA-II shows a larger presence in the smaller sizes when compared with OOA-I, which is also consistent with the fresher character of the first and the more aged character of the second.
Performance for Flux Measurements
The m/z selected for the flux measurements above Boulder allow two separate estimates of the SO single m/z for each particle, the two flux estimates are derived from independent particle populations, providing a powerful test for the error introduced by sensor noise and statistical constraints. Power-spectral analysis is often used as a quality control procedure for eddy covariance flux measurements of trace gases. Power spectral analysis has also been successfully applied to particle fluxes measured with CPCs, which detect large numbers of particles (Buzorius et al. 1998; Dorsey et al. 2002; Martensson et al. 2002; Nemitz et al. 2002a) . By contrast, statistical limitations has so far compromised power spectral analysis of fluxes of particles in the Aitken and accumulation mode, measured with optical particle spectrometers (e.g., Gallagher et al. 1997; Nemitz et al. 2002a ). Figure 13 shows normalized cospectral density functions of the co-variance of w with T , u, nitrate, and HOA. The spectra based on the Q-AMS measurements show good agreement with those of momentum and sensible heat as well as with the f −4/3 response expected for the inertial subrange. There is some indication of slight attenuation for frequencies >0.3 Hz. At the large measurement height during this study, the associated loss is small (<5%), given that the contribution of these frequencies is already several decades smaller than the maximum. It is likely that most of the damping occurs in the cut-off cyclone and the short laminar flow region directly in front of the Q-AMS inlet, and could be further reduced when measuring over short vegetation. The relative large contribution of low frequencies suggests that a longer averaging time than the 29 minutes used here would have derived somewhat larger fluxes. Indeed, analysis suggests that up to 10% of the flux may have been lost at the low-frequency end. There is a trade-off, however, between longer averaging time and the need for stationarity over the averaging period.
To quantify the limit of detection (LOD) of the Q-AMS flux system, the flux system was operated with an inlet filter, preventing particles from entering the system. For these periods raw fluxes were calculated as usual. However, since concentrations average, by definition, to zero a mass flux could not be calculated. Instead, a LOD was defined as 3× the RMS of these fluxes rescaled for the average contribution of the individual m/z to the associated compound of interest. The LODs thus derived range from 0.24 ng m −2 s −1 for NO − 3 to 15.3 ng m −2 s −1 for HOA (Table 3) . Larger LODs for the organic components is due to the larger instrumental background in the AMS for these species.
Errors in particle fluxes are primarily related to the relatively small number of particles detected per averaging time (compared with the much larger number of molecules detected during measurements of gas fluxes). In addition, large particles can carry a significant amount of material, e.g., a study in the Boston area found that 2% of the submicron particles carried 50% of the mass . This effect results in spikes in the data series (cf. Figures 1 and 5) , which cannot be removed by despiking routines but need to be taken into account in the flux calculation. For particle number fluxes a statistical error can be calculated based on the number of particles that were detected and entered the flux calculation (Fairall 1984) , but this information is not available for the AMS flux measurements. Instead, for SO 2− 4 , which could be derived from two different m/z, the error in the measurement due to statistical variation in the aerosol populations was estimated as the standard deviation of the differences between the two estimates as 6.2 ng m −2 s −1 . This error estimate does not, however, reflect the effect of the aerosol loading, nor does it account for errors in the wind measurement.
Magnitude of Urban Fluxes
In general, the measured fluxes were highly variable, reflecting the variability in wind direction and wind speed during the measurement period, combined with the heterogeneity of urban matrices in the footprint at different wind directions. Fluxes during a 4-day period are shown in Figure 14 , together with concentrations and meteorological conditions. This example time series demonstrates that fluxes of HOA and (to a lesser extent) NO − 3 temporarily follow the total particle number flux, likely due to the influence of primary traffic emissions on both. Reduced emissions of all particle compounds were observed on the Sunday. Averaged diurnal cycles of the concentrations and fluxes of CO 2 and particle number are shown in Figure 15 , together with the cycle in the fluxes of sensible heat (H ) and latent heat (λE). Temperature peaked before midday, probably due to the effect of the afternoon thunderstorms and the down-sloping winds from the mountains in the afternoon. The cycle in the CO 2 concentration is the combined effect of the cycle in the emissions and the boundary layer height and is consistent with earlier measurements in Edinburgh, Scotland (Nemitz et al. 2002b ). The heat fluxes show the expected diurnal patterns. The sum of λE + H is only just negative at night, indicating that the urban matrix acts as only a small sink of heat during night. It is likely that in June air conditioning units contributed to the heat output from the city, partly off-setting the natural negative radiation balance. It should be noted, however, that radiative heating of the roof of the building supporting the measure mast may have modified the local sensible heat flux which thus may not have been fully representative for the overall footprint. Fluxes of CO 2 were highly variable, with only a weak diurnal cycle and an average emission of 4.6 µmol m −2 s −1 . Fluxes of CN (number flux of particles >11 nm) showed a more distinct diurnal cycle, with a larger relative range and emissions close to zero during night. A likely cause for this difference is the contribution of vegetation and soils to the net exchange. At night, vegetation and soils provide a source of CO 2 (respiration), while, during the day, CO 2 is assimilated by the plants. Therefore the biogenic flux would be expected to be anti-correlated with the anthropogenic CO 2 emission and dampen the diurnal cycle in the anthropogenic emission. The impact is expected to differ between wind directions from busy roads and residential areas, causing some of the variability. Vegetation was found to significantly affect CO 2 exchange over U.S. residential areas in other summer measurements and can result in net deposition fluxes during the day (Offerle et al. 2001) . Unfortunately, the present dataset is too limited for a detailed analysis of the dependence of fluxes on time of day and wind direction. Figure 16 shows the averaged results of the speciated aerosol flux measurements. As with the example 4-day periods of Figure  14 , there was a clear diurnal cycle in the NO − 3 concentration and flux with significant emissions during the day. The magnitude of this emission was variable with average daytime peaks of 5 and maximum emissions of 20 ng m −2 s −1 . Sulfate fluxes were small and not significantly different from 0, indicating that the city of Boulder is not a significant source of SO 2− 4 aerosol. Fluxes of HOA, OOA-I, and OOA-II averaged 31.8, -7.3, and 4.8 ng m −2 s −1 , respectively, with median fluxes of 18.2, -3.5, and 3.0 ng m −2 s −1 . These averages change somewhat with the choice of FPEAK in PMF introducing an uncertainty of typically +/−20% ( Table 2 ). The flux of HOA showed a very clear diurnal pattern of emission, presumably related to traffic activities (Figures 14 and 16 ). OOA-II is largest at night, possibly due to semivolatility of this component, as observed in previous studies in Zurich and Pittsburgh (Lanz et al. 2007; Ulbrich et al. 2008) , or to correlation of wind direction with time of the day. Figure 17 shows the correlations between the raw V d derived for the different m/z representing organic aerosol and between the derived fluxes after de-convolution. As expected, deposition velocities derived from the two m/z that predominantly represent HOA (i.e., 55 and 57) were highly correlated (Figure 17a) , with V d (55) some 40% lower, partially possibly due to the higher contribution of OOA at this m/z. Even V d of the m/z that dominantly represent OOA (i.e., 43 and 44) were still significantly correlated with the V d at 57 (Figures 17b, c) . After deconvolution, the flux of OOA-I was significantly anticorrelated with the flux of HOA (Figure 17d ), while no significant correlation was found between the fluxes of HOA and OOA-II. This lack of correlation may be an effect of the deconvolution routine or it may reflect confounding effects such as wind direction/source areas, transport time or radiation which would influence the fraction of SOA precursors oxidized below the measurement height. Nevertheless, the fact that the average OOA-II flux reflects 15% of the HOA emission suggests that significant amounts of OOA-II are either locally emitted or formed through chemical processing in the urban air space (Volkamer et al. 2006) . traffic densities (Grimmond et al. 2002; Nemitz et al. 2002b; Soegaard and Jansen 2004; Velasco et al. 2005; Vogt et al. 2003) . By contrast, CO 2 flux measurements over U.S. suburban residential areas have derived small fluxes and substantial periods of deposition, dominated by the assimilation of plants in the footprint (e.g., Grimmond et al. 2002; Offerle et al. 2001) . During the measurements presented here, the average CO 2 flux was small, but positive throughout the diurnal cycle, ranging from 3µmol m −2 s −1 during night to 7 µmol m −2 s −1 during the day. This indicates that daytime assimilation by vegetation in the footprint was exceeded by emissions from fossil fuel combustion. By comparison a range of 10 to 40 µmol m −2 s −1 was observed over Edinburgh city center, U.K., (Nemitz et al. 2002b) , while monthly averages in the range of 2 to 8 µmol m −2 s −1
were reported for Copenhagen, DK (Soegaard and Jansen 2004) . Particle number fluxes (>10 nm) ranged between 5,000 cm −2 s −1 in the early morning hours and 40,000 cm −2 s −1 during the day. By comparison, ranges of 10,000-110,000 cm −2 s −1 have been reported for Stockholm, Sweden (Martensson et al. 2002) and 5,000 to 90,000 cm −2 s −1 for Edinburgh .
Concentrations, Size Distributions and Fluxes of Fine
Aerosol Flux measurements of speciated aerosol components above an urban environment have so far only been reported for a scoping study using an REA system (Nemitz et al. 2000b ). By contrast, the database of concentration measurements by AMS is continuously growing . Aerosol concentrations in Boulder were moderate during the measurement period, and the fine aerosol fraction was clearly dominated by secondary compounds in the accumulation mode, normally associated with regional accumulation and long-range transport (OOA-I, SO 2− 4 , NO − 3 , and NH + 4 ), with a smaller contribution from HOA, which is usually attributed to primary emissions (Zhang et al. 2005a; Zhang et al. 2005c) . HOA has the widest size distribution with a significant contribution from the finer mode, which in mass terms is centered around 120 nm (d va ). This is consistent with the large CN number fluxes measured above the city, which are likely to be dominated by small, traffic related particles containing HOA and soot . From the correlation between CN fluxes and CO 2 fluxes (R 2 = 0.29; P < 0.01) an average particle number emission factor (d p > 11 nm) of 4.4 × 10 14 particles (kg CO 2 ) −1 is derived. Local secondary aerosol formation by condensation takes place in those sizes that provide most of the surface area. Hence, the size distribution of secondary aerosol components contains some indication whether they formed in the urban environment, where the Aitken mode makes an important contribution to the surface area distribution. By contrast, formation in the rural environment (dominated by the accumulation mode) as well as aging processes, such as coagulation, further condensational uptake of other compounds and size-dependent deposition processes favor secondary compounds to be found in the accumulation mode. Following this reasoning, the Aitken mode contributions in the size distributions (Figure 11 ) already suggest that some NO − 3 and some of the OOA-II are formed in the urban environment, while SO 2− 4 (and to a lesser extent OOA-I) is purely found in the accumulation mode and is thus produced over more regional scales. This is directly confirmed by the eddy-covariance flux measurements, which show regular patterns of HOA at an average emission of 31.8 ng m −2 s −1 . Although the correlation with the CO 2 flux fails to be significant at P = 0.05, the comparison of average fluxes of HOA and CO 2 would imply an emission factor of 0.15 g HOA (kg CO 2 ) −1 . Using an average stoichiometric H/C ratio for gasoline of 1.85, this emission factor equates to 0.5 g HOA (kg fuel) −1 . For comparison, Kirchstetter et al. (1999) report emission factors of 0.5 and 0.053 g OC (kg fuel) −1 for heavy duty diesels and light-duty gasoline vehicles, respectively, while Canagaratna et al. (2004) report emissions factor of organic species in the range 0.1 to 0.9 g OC (kg fuel) −1 for diesel vehicles. Traffic in and around the site represents a mixed fleet expected to be dominated by gasoline vehicles, and thus these first flux-derived HOA emission factors may be an upper limit of the range of previous studies. This analysis averages over all sources contributing to the emissions of the two compounds and neglects the effect of terrestrial sources and sinks on the net CO 2 exchange. Since, on average, vegetation surrounding the measurement site is likely to represent a net sink of CO 2 , its emission factor is likely to be a lower estimate.
There is a possible explanation why flux measurements may derive larger HOA emission factors than has been derived from concentration measurements. Here surface emissions are derived from direct flux measurements some 45 m above street level. Depending on turbulent conditions, the time-scale for turbulent transport to the measurement height is of the order of 0.3 to 2.6 min (Brost et al. 1988) . By contrast, in many previous studies emission factors were derived from the concentrations that had accumulated across the city, often over hours. Hence, it is likely that these concentration-derived HOA emission factors are more strongly affected by HOA sinks such as deposition, evaporation and oxidation to OOA, and thus underestimate the HOA at the point of emission. With increasing evidence that primary aerosol can evaporate rapidly as the emitted aerosol/gas mixes are diluted (Robinson et al. 2007) , it is equally possible that the flux measurements at 45 m underestimate primary emissions. The emission factors derived here need to be confirmed with longer measurement time series.
At 29.9 mm s −1 the average V e of HOA was somewhat larger than the average V e of CN, which, at 16.6 mm s −1 , was within the range of previous measurements . While the number flux is dominated by particles <50 nm, the HOA mass flux is dominated by larger particles and lies in the range of size-segregated particle number fluxes above a city (Nemitz et al. 2007 ).
Fluxes of the less oxidized OOA class (OOA-II) are on average upwards, but not significantly correlated with the HOA fluxes. This OOA-II is either emitted or, more likely, chemically formed or partitioned due to semivolatility below the measurement height, which is consistent with the analysis of the size distribution above. An attempt was made to correlate the flux ratio of OOA-II/HOA with the turbulent time scale or temperature, but no significant correlation could be identified and more data are needed to derive chemical time scales for the OOA formation. However, the observation of OOA-II emission fluxes at about 15% of the HOA flux confirms that the urban environment is a net source of primary or secondary weakly oxidized aerosol. By contrast, average fluxes of the more oxidized OOA class (OOA-I) are on average downward.
Fluxes of NO − 3 showed a clear diurnal cycle which was more pronounced than that of HOA, but on average of similar magnitude, implying relative emission factors of 0.027 g NO − 3 (kg CO 2 ) −1 or 0.09 g NO − 3 (kg fuel) −1 . Emissions of NO x were not measured during this campaign. However, assuming an average emission ratio of 2.6 g NO x (kg CO 2 ) −1 for a fleet dominated by gasoline vehicles (Jimenez et al. 1999; Jimenez et al. 2000; US-EPA 1995) , the fluxes imply that an average 0.50% of the NO x emitted are fully oxidized to NO − 3 below the measurement height. Assuming that the OH + NO 2 reaction is the limiting step in the oxidation of NO to aerosol NO − 3 , a theoretical NO − 3 formation rate may be estimated from the tabulated reaction rate constant of 1.0 (+/−0.1) × 10 −11 cm 3 molecule −1 s −1 (Okumura et al. 2005) . Using an estimated OH concentration of 2 × 10 6 molecule cm −3 , the reaction rate with respect to NO 2 is of the order of 0.12% min −1 for the atmospheric conditions during the Boulder campaign. Using the transport time-scale estimated above, this relates to a conversion of 0.03 to 0.30% below the measurement height, which is somewhat smaller than the flux measurements. Again, the flux-derived estimate of the conversion factor may be somewhat overestimated here, as it does not account for terrestrial sources and sinks of CO 2 . The magnitude of the NO − 3 emissions differed greatly between days, more than the emission of CN and CO 2 . This is consistent with (a) the observation of Aitken mode NO − 3 during some days but not during others, often made in cities, and (b) more recent AMS flux measurements above Gothenburg, Sweden, which will be published in more detail elsewhere (Thomas et al. 2007b ). This day-to-day variability cannot be explained by variability in the equilibrium constant of NH 4 NO 3 in response to changes to temperature and relative humidity alone. However, without supporting measurements of HNO 3 , NH 3 , and other N compounds such as N 2 O 5 , it is unclear whether the sole controlling mechanism is the gas/aerosol equilibrium of NH 4 NO 3 , or whether heterogeneous nitrate formation or the production of organic nitrates may play a role. More measurements are needed to investigate which conditions favor NO − 3 formation in the urban environment and this scientific question will certainly form one of the foci for future urban flux work with the Q-AMS.
There is almost no information on deposition velocities to urban surfaces. Particle number fluxes derive the net aerosol flux which, in the urban environment, is dominated by emissions. Chemically resolved fluxes offer the opportunity to measure deposition rates of particles, if a chemical compound can be found for which there are no sources in the urban environment. Sulfate fluxes above Boulder were very small, indicating that SO 2− 4 may be a suitable compound. Figure 18 shows the dependence of the average V d (SO 2− 4 ) on friction velocity (u * ), which can be described by the equation: where both entities are given in m s −1 . These values are larger than typical deposition rates to aerodynamically smooth vegetation (e.g., grassland), but smaller than deposition rates to forest canopies (Gallagher et al. 1997; Nemitz et al. 2002a; Wesely et al. 1985) . This would support the view that the V d is not just a function of surface roughness (which would be high in the urban environment), but a function of the morphology of the surface elements (e.g., Slinn 1982).
System Performance
The flux measurement of individual aerosol chemical components has long been a challenge and so far been mainly confined to gradient measurements. However, even slow continuous analyzers for aerosols struggle to provide the precision to resolve vertical gradients of a few percent and often suffer artefacts due to gas-particle partitioning. In addition, they would not have been applicable to measure fluxes over such heterogeneous terrain such as cities. We here present one of the first operational systems for eddy-covariance flux measurements of aerosol components using a Q-AMS, with emphasis on SO 2− 4 , NO − 3 , HOA, and OOA.
Fluxes above Boulder were highly variable. This was also reflected in the fluxes of CO 2 and CN, supporting that this variability was real and probably reflects the nature of the measurement site and the differences in activity mixes in the different upwind directions. However, the high quality of the flux measurements achieved with the AMS is evident in the encouraging agreement between the fluxes derived from different m/z (for SO 2− 4 and HOA). Since these fluxes are derived from different particle populations, the good agreement implies that the quality of the fluxes is not limited by counting statistics. Our estimates of the LODs, in the region of 1 to 15 ng m −2 , depending on compound compare favorably with automated, continuous flux gradient approaches (Thomas et al. 2007a) . One of the objectives for developing the AMS flux system is to measure dry deposition inputs to vegetation and to quantify deposition velocities (V d ). The LODs for fluxes can be used to estimate LODs for V d (for a given aerosol concentration and a size-distribution similar to that observed here). For example, at SO tions of 5 µg m −3 , the AMS ought to be able to resolve a V d of as low as 0.6 mm s −1 and 0.3 mm s −1 , respectively. There are some limitations to the approach. First, the AMS flux system can only measure fluxes of the components detected by the AMS, i.e., non-refractory aerosol in the size-range 35 to 1500 nm. In most environments, this includes virtually all of the SO 2− 4 and organic material, but only the fine fraction of NO − 3 that represents mostly NH 4 NO 3 . By contrast, the AMS cannot measure coarse NO − 3 which is usually thought to represent NaNO 3 and which can make an important contribution to NO − 3 in coastal regions. While this restriction makes it easy to study processes controlling NH 4 NO 3 , it means that the full NO have not yet successfully been quantified. While the AMS captures most of the accumulation mode some clipping at the larger size may occur (as it would with any PM 1 measurement) and this also appears to be the case in Boulder (Fig. 11) . With the Q-AMS, organic aerosol fluxes have to be derived for a limited number of m/z, and the deconvolution routines used here make the assumption that this contribution is the same for the fluxes as it is for the concentrations. The PMF used to split the organic mass spectra into HOA, OOA-I, and OOA-II shows some sensitivity to the FPEAK rotational parameter, which is estimated to introduce an uncertainty of +/-20% into the flux measurements of the organic classes. Furthermore, while the Q-AMS is field deployable in the sense that it can be removed from the laboratory, it nevertheless needs a water proof shelter with reasonable temperature control, necessitating the use of relative long inlets. In order to minimize flux losses, the flow needs to be turbulent, enhancing diffusive losses to the walls. This mainly affects particles <50 nm, but also some of the smaller particles detected by the AMS.
Urban areas present a challenge for the application of micrometeorological flux measurement approaches, which nevertheless have produced very reasonable results in an increasing number of studies if they are made above the blending height, where non-stationarities have been shown to be a minor problem (Nemitz et al. 2002b ). However, the errors due to non-stationarity, advection, and storage below the measurement height could not quantified during this study explicitly, and thus there may be some differences between the measured flux and the surface flux. However, average fluxes should be robust as most errors tend to zero if integrated over the day. In addition, fluxes of different components originating from the same sources should be affected in similar ways so that emission ratios, e.g., of HOA/CO 2 , should also be robust.
As a future development, it is planned (a) to incorporate into the JMS mode a peak height analysis routine, which will be able to classify particles that contribute to the JMS mode signal according to the amount of the monitored compound contained in these particles and (b) to link these measurements to the signal of a light-scatter probe to obtain fluxes as a function of particle size in addition to composition. In addition, the AMS has recently been coupled to a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (ToF-AMS; Drewnick et al. 2005) , which may, in the future, provide the potential to measure fluxes at all m/z simultaneously, and to a high-resolution ToFMS (HR-ToF-AMS; DeCarlo et al. 2006) which may overcome the interferences for the NH + 4 fluxes, allow more direct quantification of the organic fluxes, and provide additional information on the nature of the organic species.
